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Abstract

The objective of the study reported here was to explore the relationship of Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE) General Test scores to selected personality traits—conscientiousness, rationality, ingenuity, quickness,
creativity, and depth. A sample of 342 GRE test takers completed short personality inventory scales for each trait.
Analyses revealed statistically significant, but slight (positive) correlations of GRE verbal, quantitative, and
analytical scores with both creativity and quickness. (Quickness was defined here by, for instance, the ability to
handle a lot of information and the ability to understand things.) The results also revealed significant, but very
slight (negative) correlations of GRE scores with conscientiousness.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In perhaps the first serious and certainly most enduring attack on standardized testing, Queens College
mathematics professor Banesh Hoffman (1962) made the following assertion: Because they emphasize
broad coverage of content at the expense of depth and creativity, many standardized tests favor test
takers who have ‘‘. . .superficial knowledge of many things and profound knowledge of nothing’’ (p. 87).
Hoffman presented numerous examples of standardized test questions that, he felt, privileged these
‘‘superficial-thinking students’’ at the expense of ‘‘deep-thinking’’ students, who, Hoffman surmised,
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were more attuned to subtleties and nuances. Furthermore, to cover content, test makers typically
produced assessments that, according to Hoffman, ‘‘. . .skittered breathlessly from question to question,’’
thus favoring ‘‘nimble-witted, quick-reading candidates who form fast superficial judgments’’ (p. 92).
Hoffman reasoned that, either these questions lacked depth or, if the questions did indeed have depth,
test takers could not be expected to give well-considered responses to them so quickly. Moreover,
asserted Hoffman, test takers who are strong-minded, nonconformist, unusual, original, or creative are
forced to suppress their impulses to conform to the norms established by the testers. Concluded
Hoffman, these tests ‘‘penalize depth, subtlety, and critical acumen’’ (p. 91) and disadvantage
‘‘intellectually honest candidates with subtle, probing, critical, or creative minds’’ (p. 137).

Hoffman wrote his treatise 40 years ago, but similar criticisms have appeared periodically since then.
More recently, for instance, in its report to Congress on educational testing, the Office of Technology
Assessment reiterated Hoffman’s lament in only slightly different terms—that timed standardized tests
‘‘reward the mentally quick and penalize the ruminative’’ (U.S. Congress Office of Technology
Assessment, 1992, p. 209).

An oft-heard, related criticism of standardized tests is that they tap only a very narrow set of skills and
abilities and therefore do not reflect the many traits and abilities that are equally important for successful
performance in academia or elsewhere. For example, a former U.S. Secretary of Labor recently criticized
standardized tests because of their inability to measure elements of creativity (out-of-the-box thinking,
originality, and flair) on which many new jobs depend (Reich, 2001). On this point, most test makers
would agree. They would be less likely to agree, however, that selection based on such tests may actually
penalize applicants who have other desirable traits. This latter belief is illustrated in the following
statement by a distinguished Harvard University professor (Buchbinder, 1998):

Empathy and altruism are just as important as [are] ways of manipulating cognitive material. For this
reason, I think we, as a graduate school of education, ought to eliminate the Graduate Record
Examination [sic] as one of the criteria for entering the school.

It is likely that most reasonable people would agree about the desirability of such traits as empathy
and altruism. They might, however, take exception to the implicit assumption that the use of Graduate
Record Examinations (GRE) scores systematically screens out applicants who possess these worthwhile
characteristics.

Some time ago, Lloyd Bond (1986) pointed out the misconception underlying this kind of logic,
which assumes that people who have some desirable traits cannot also have others. Bond noted that this
fallacy often surfaces in connection with academic admissions tests:

. . .there are two kinds of people in the world: those who have good grades and high test scores, and
those who are responsible, have common sense, and make sound decisions.

Belief in such dichotomies is popular, Bond noted, although they are contrary to everyday experience.
Although some desirable traits may be essentially uncorrelated, there is little reason to suspect that
people who are strong with respect to some personal qualities must necessarily be weak with regard to
others.

In addition to everyday experience, there is also empirical evidence that runs counter to the
assumption mentioned above. As Zeidner (2001) has pointed out, psychologists have, for some time,
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explored the relations between intelligence and personality. And, much recent work (see, for example,
Collis & Messick, 2001, for a summary) has helped substantially to elucidate the relationship between
personality and cognitive ability.

For instance, Goff and Ackerman (1992) investigated relations between the ‘‘big five’’ personality
traits (neuroticism, extroversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness) and both ACT scores
and performance on measures of crystallized and fluid intelligence. They found only slight correlations
between most ability measures and personality scales, with the largest being a correlation of ! .25
between agreeableness and scores on the ACT science reasoning subtest. Conscientiousness (a trait that
we have included in our study) correlated from ! .14 to .02 with ACT scores and reasoning ability
measures.

With respect to conscientiousness in particular, in their comprehensive meta-analysis of the prediction
of job performance, Schmidt and Hunter (1998) showed that conscientiousness correlates significantly
(.31 on average) with overall job performance. Furthermore, measures of conscientiousness were found
to be second only to (a) work sample tests, (b) integrity tests, and (c) structured employment interviews
in improving the prediction of job performance when used in combination with tests of general mental
ability.

In his summary, Eysenck (1994) discussed a number of studies that investigated the relations between
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale and profiles on the Minnesota Multi-Phasic Personality Inventory.
Based on his review, he concluded, ‘‘For normal samples there should be little correlation, and that is
exactly what is usually found’’ (p. 5).

Many other individual studies have also been summarized elsewhere. For instance, Ackerman and
Heggestad (1997) conducted a meta-analysis of relations between personality traits and intelligence.
Averaged across studies, correlations with a variety of intelligence and ability measures ranged from .05
to .14 for extroversion, from ! .05 to .17 for agreeableness, from ! .11 to .33 for openness, and from
! .19 to .07 for conscientiousness. In short, there seems to be little if any evidence to suggest that
personality traits and cognitive abilities are negatively related, or for that matter, strongly related at all.

Another significant body of work has examined the relationship between creativity and general
intelligence, finding consistent but weak correlations between these two constructs (see Barron &
Harrington, 1981; Sternberg & O’Hara, 2000, for reviews of the literature) and a somewhat stronger
relationship between creativity and verbal abilities (e.g., Qureshi & Qureshi, 1990). The correlation
between creativity and IQ tends not to be linear, appearing to diminish beyond an IQ of approximately
120 (Fuchs-Beauchamp, Karnes, & Johnson, 1993; Getzels & Jackson, 1962).

Research relating creativity and achievement has produced somewhat conflicting results. Ai (1999)
found that teacher assessments (but not psychometric tests) of creativity were related to self-reports of
academic achievement. Toth and Baker (1990), however, found that highly creative students (as
identified by high scores on psychometric tests of creativity) were not as likely as less creative students
to be successful in a traditional academic setting. Lubinski, Webb, Morelock, and Benbow (2001) found
that profoundly gifted students were more likely than their less intellectually able peers to make
exceptionally creative or innovative accomplishments later in life. Although the exact nature of the
accomplishments was not predictable from cognitive ability test scores, Lubinski et al. concluded that
highly cognitively able people possess more than just ‘‘bookish strength’’ (p. 727) and indeed have the
potential for extraordinary achievement.

Some personality traits have exhibited somewhat puzzling relationships with other traits. For
example, creativity and intelligence have been shown to relate to one another, as have conscientiousness
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and job performance/ability (e.g., Barrick & Mount, 1991; Hurtz & Donovan, 2000). Yet, creativity in
the arts has been found to be negatively associated with conscientiousness for students in creative fields
(Dudek, Berneche, Berube, & Royer, 1991). No such relationship has been reported for scientific
creativity. If anything, the tendency is in the opposite direction (see Feist, 1999).

In summary, there is a good deal of information about the relationship of personality traits to cognitive
abilities and performance, although not all of it is entirely consistent. Apparently, however, it is
sufficiently widely accepted so as to lead one of the reviewers of our article to feel that we might be
‘‘preaching to the choir.’’

The objective of the study we report here was to provide some evidence regarding the relationship of
selected personality traits to scores on the GRE General Test, a standardized cognitive ability measure of
verbal, quantitative, and analytical reasoning abilities that is designed to facilitate admissions to graduate
study. We should emphasize though that investigating the use of personality measures to facilitate
graduate admissions decisions was not our intention.

2. Method

2.1. Sample

In May 2001, a stratified random sample of approximately 3100 test takers was drawn from those who
had taken the GRE General Test in March or April and who had indicated that English was the best
language. Asian American, Hispanic American, and Black/African American examinees were over-
sampled, resulting in a sample that included about 1200 White test takers and up to 750 from each of the
three minority groups. Each of these test takers was invited to participate in a research study to investigate
the effects of test speededness on test performance and test validity. In total, 342 students eventually
volunteered for and completed all aspects of the study, for which each was given a $50 gift certificate.

Of these test takers, the majority (77%) were women. In terms of ethnicity, 49% were White, 21%
were Black/African American, 14% were Asian American, and 16% were Hispanic American (Mexican
American, Puerto Rican, or other Hispanic). In comparison, 59% of test takers in the GRE population
were women, while in terms of ethnicity, 77% were White, 8% were Black/African American, 5% were
Asian American, and 16% were Hispanic American (Educational Testing Service, 2000).

The means (S.D.) of GRE General Test scores for the sample were 458 (105) for GRE verbal, 529
(144) for GRE quantitative, and 539 (148) for GRE analytical ability scores. These scores correspond
reasonably closely with the scores of the total GRE testing population for the most recent testing year:
468 (114), 565 (143), and 542 (133) for verbal, quantitative, and analytical scores, respectively
(Educational Testing Service, 2000).

2.2. Procedure

In addition to completing the main part of the study, which entailed taking several short tests of
analytical and logical reasoning skills, participants were also asked to complete a number of self-report
inventories. One of the inventories included several scales from the International Personality Item Pool
(Goldberg, 1999; International Personality Item Pool, 2001). The scales were measures of conscien-
tiousness, rationality, ingenuity, quickness, creativity, and depth. The construct validity of these scales
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has been studied extensively (see Goldberg, 1999). (See Appendix A to examine the content of each
scale.) As a whole, these traits do not fall especially neatly into any of the extant personality
classification schemes (e.g., Ackerman, 1997; Buss & Finn, 1987; Mayer, 1995; Mayer, Caruso, Zigler,
& Dreyden, 1989). Generally, however, they are ones that can be thought of as intelligence-related,
rather than more general, personality traits (Mayer et al., 1989).

3. Results

The estimated reliabilities (Cronbach’s coefficient alpha) of the six personality scales were .80 for the
conscientiousness scale, .59 for rationality, .85 for ingenuity, .83 for quickness, .79 for creativity, and .80
for depth. The lower reliability for the rationality scale is most likely a function of that scale’s length (6
items), compared to the length (9 or 10 items) of the other scales. The items for each scale and the
percentages endorsing each response category are shown in Table 1A in Appendix A. The intercorre-
lations of the six scales are shown in Table 1, which reveals rather substantial relationships among three
of the scales—ingenuity, quickness, and creativity—as well as a strong relationship between conscien-
tiousness and rationality. Depth and creativity were also relatively strongly related.

Table 2 shows the relations between the six personality scales and scores on each section—verbal,
quantitative, and analytical—of the GREGeneral Test. In several instances, the correlations are statistically

Table 1
Correlations among personality traits

Variable Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Conscientiousness (1) 4.1 0.6 1.00
Rationality (2) 3.8 0.6 .62 1.00
Ingenuity (3) 3.8 0.6 .24 .29 1.00
Quickness (4) 4.0 0.5 .30 .38 .60 1.00
Creativity (5) 3.6 0.6 .16 .27 .57 .70 1.00
Depth (6) 3.9 0.6 .22 .23 .45 .41 .57 1.00

All correlations are significant at the .05 level or beyond.

Table 2
Correlations among GRE General Test scores and personality Traits

Personality trait GRE score

Analytical Quantitative Verbal

Conscientiousness ! .17** ! .14* ! .12*
Rationality ! .06 ! .03 ! .08
Ingenuity ! .06 ! .08 ! .02
Quickness .21*** .15** .26***
Creativity .24*** .26*** .29***
Depth .06 .08 .15**

*P< .05.
**P< .01.
***P< .001.
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significant, but all are quite modest. Each GRE score correlatedmost stronglywith creativity and next most
strongly with quickness. GRE scores also correlated significantly, but only slightly (negatively), with
conscientiousness. GRE scores did not correlate consistently and significantly with any of the other
personality scales.

4. Discussion

At first blush, the results seem to suggest that the aforementioned critics of standardized testing, as
well as the proponents, are both partly right and partly wrong. For instance, there was no evidence that
‘‘deeper-thinking’’ students are penalized by a standardized multiple-choice test like the GRE General
Test. Correlations of depth with GRE scores were near zero (except for a slight positive correlation with
GRE verbal scores). Nor was there any indication that more creative students do less well on the GRE
General Test than do their less creative counterparts. In fact, GRE scores correlated consistently,
although modestly, with creativity. That these correlations were modest may be a function of the
generally high level of intellectual ability of GRE test takers, a hypothesis that is consistent with
previous research showing a diminishing relationship at high levels of ability.

That quickness exhibited modest correlations with GRE scores would seem, on the face of it, to mean
that the test does privilege test takers who work rapidly. An inspection of the questions that comprise this
scale, however, would give the critics less reason to gloat. Advocates of standardized testing would
probably not be at all unhappy to see that quick test takers—ones who, for example, can ‘‘handle complex
problems’’ and ‘‘love reading challenging material’’—also perform better than their peers on a test like the
GRE General Test.

Perhaps the most puzzling finding is a slightly negative, but consistent correlation between GRE
scores and conscientiousness. It is unclear why test takers who describe themselves as being ‘‘able to
accomplish work on time’’ and ‘‘careful to avoid making mistakes,’’ for example, should do slightly less
well on the GRE General Test. Possibly, conscientiousness does not serve test takers especially well on a
timed test like the GRE, when time is at a premium. This hypothesis is, however, only slightly consistent
with the data. If conscientiousness does interact with test speededness in a negative way, then we would
expect its correlation to be significantly higher with performance on the most speeded section of the
test—the analytical portion—rather than with performance on the other two less speeded sections of the
test. The differences, however, are slight, although they are consistent with the hypothesis.1

In summary, we found no compelling evidence here of any strong negative relationships between
personality traits and cognitive abilities as measured by one widely used national academic admissions
test. In fact, our evidence suggests that admissions based on the GRE General Test would also,
incidentally, more often select test takers who rank higher with respect to other desirable personality
traits on personality inventories. Thus, for carefully constructed tests like the GRE General Test,
criticisms such as those voiced by Banesh Hoffman and others may not apply with much force.

1 An alternative hypothesis was suggested by one of the reviewers. (S)he speculated that self-report measures are often
internally referenced by respondents. That is, respondents may report themselves as being conscientious at the expense of being
creative, thus distorting the true correlations among measures. Although this conjecture seems plausible, our data do not seem to
offer much support for this notion, as all of the personality traits we studied were at least moderately related.
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Our conclusions must be tempered, however, by the fact that our study sample is not necessarily
representative of all GRE test takers, although it matches the GRE test-taking population reasonably
well on several characteristics. For example, the study sample includes a greater proportion of Black/
African American, Asian American, and Hispanic American test takers than does the GRE population.
We are uncertain as to how the oversampling of these groups may have affected the results. In
addition, test takers who volunteered for the study and who were diligent enough to complete all study
requirements may differ from GRE test takers in general on the very traits (conscientiousness, for
example) that we have studied here. It is possible, therefore, that test takers who participated in our
research were self-selected at least partly based on their conscientiousness, a situation that could
misrepresent the relationship of this trait to other variables, including test performance, in the full
GRE test-taker population. Nonetheless, we believe that the results do provide additional information
that contributes to what is known about the relations of personality traits to standardized test
performance.

Appendix A

Table 1A
Endorsement of statements from the International Personality Item Pool

Item Percent regarding statement as

Inaccurate Accurate

Very Moderately Moderately Very

Conscientiousness
Accomplish my work on time 1 4 32 61
Do things according to a plan 2 8 36 35
Am careful to avoid making mistakes 2 8 45 23
Like to plan ahead 2 7 28 52
Return borrowed items 1 3 23 70
Neglect my duties 58 26 4 1
Take tasks too lightly 35 40 8 0
Leave my work undone 58 31 4 1
Do not plan ahead 59 26 5 1
Put off unpleasant tasks 15 29 28 8

Rationality

Do things in a logical order 1 4 43 37
Come straight to the point 2 11 36 27
Believe in a logical answer for everything 4 18 30 21
Get a head start on others 4 10 30 32
Dislike imperfect work 2 5 42 38
Let people ‘‘pull my leg’’ 28 31 14 4

Ingenuity
Am full of ideas 0 7 38 30
Have excellent ideas 1 6 42 20

(continued on next page)
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